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Abstract

Spatial responses of species to past climate change depend on both intrinsic traits

(climatic niche breadth, dispersal rates) and the scale of climatic fluctuations across

the landscape. New capabilities in generating and analysing population genomic

data, along with spatial modelling, have unleashed our capacity to infer how past cli-

mate changes have shaped populations, and by extension, complex communities.

Combining these approaches, we uncover lineage diversity across four codistributed

lizards from the Australian Monsoonal Tropics and explore how varying climatic tol-

erances interact with regional climate history to generate common vs. disparate

responses to late Pleistocene change. We find more divergent spatial structuring

and temporal demographic responses in the drier Kimberley region compared to the

more mesic and consistently suitable Top End. We hypothesize that, in general, the

effects of species’ traits on sensitivity to climate fluctuation will be more evident in

climatically marginal regions. If true, this points to the need in climatically marginal

areas to craft more species-(or trait)-specific strategies for persistence under future

climate change.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Tropical biomes harbour exceptionally high diversity (see Brown,

2014), yet are predicted to be at the greatest extinction risk from

global warming (Colwell, Brehm, Cardel�us, Gilman, & Longino, 2008).

Already there is evidence for strong effects of changing climate on

species distributions and life histories (e.g., Holleley et al., 2015;

McCarty, 2001; Pounds, Fogden, & Campbell, 1999). This is espe-

cially true for tropical ectotherms which are regarded as highly sensi-

tive due to their restricted thermal tolerance (Deutsch et al., 2008;
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Huey et al., 2012; Sinervo et al., 2010). However, even closely

related species can differ in direction and magnitude of response

(Jackson & Blois, 2015; Moritz et al., 2008), which makes a holistic

understanding of community-level vulnerability to future climate

change challenging.

Comparative phylogeography offers a window into the past by

identifying common vs. disparate responses to late Quaternary cli-

mate fluctuations (Avise et al., 1987; Bermingham & Moritz, 1998).

We expect that species’ traits (e.g., climatic tolerances, life history

and dispersal potential) will strongly influence their vulnerability and

spatial response to changing climates (Foden et al., 2013; Williams,

Shoo, Isaac, Hoffmann, & Langham, 2008). Accordingly, there is

renewed emphasis on trait-based comparative phylogeography

(Papadopoulou & Knowles, 2016; Zamudio, Bell, & Mason, 2016).

New assemblage-scale analysis methods allow us to explicitly model

common vs. divergent demographic histories across codistributed

species (Knowles, 2009), enabling us to explore how species-level

traits influenced past responses (e.g., Avise, Bowen, & Ayala, 2016;

Hickerson et al., 2010). Initial applications of these comparative

approaches (e.g., Chan, Schanzenbach, & Hickerson, 2015; Hickerson,

Stahl, & Lessios, 2006) to small-scale multilocus data sets of tropical

species have typically found that past population dynamics is highly

idiosyncratic across species (e.g., Bell et al., 2011; Prates, Rivera,

Rodrigues, & Carnaval, 2016; Ruane, Torres-Carvajal, & Burbrink,

2015; Smith et al., 2014). However, large-scale genomic sequencing

data sets, which have the potential to substantially improve our

understanding of rich but underexplored regions, have yet to be rou-

tinely combined with assemblage-scale coalescent analyses (Harvey,

Aleixo, Ribas, & Brumfield, 2016; Prates, Xue, et al., 2016).

The Australian Monsoonal Tropics (AMT; depicted in Figure 1) is

among the largest ecologically intact tropical savannas on the planet

(Woinarski, Mackey, Nix, & Traill, 2007) and is characterized by dis-

persed sandstone islands in a sea of open savanna woodlands and a

strong north-to-south gradient of increasing aridity. Molecular stud-

ies have revealed deep phylogeographic structure across the AMT in

widespread species (Afonso Silva et al., 2017; Catullo, Lanfear,

Doughty, & Keogh, 2014; Huey, Cook, Unmack, & Hughes, 2013;

Laver, Doughty, & Oliver, 2017; Moritz et al., 2016; Oliver, Doughty,

& Palmer, 2012; Oliver, Smith, Laver, Doughty, & Adams, 2014; Pot-

ter, Bragg, Peter, Bi, & Moritz, 2016; Potter, Eldridge, Taggart, &

Cooper, 2012; Smith, Harmon, Shoo, & Melville, 2011). Palaeoeco-

logical evidence, though sparse for the AMT, suggests a strong

impact of late Pleistocene climate changes, with generally cooler and

drier conditions and a weaker Asian Monsoon, but with considerable

regional differences (Reeves et al., 2013). Biogeographic studies have

shown multiple barriers of varied strength across the AMT (map in

Figure 1), separating the Top End (TE) and Kimberley (KIM) (see

Bowman et al., 2010; Catullo et al., 2014; Eldridge, Potter, &

Cooper, 2012; Edwards, Crisp, Cook, & Cook, 2017). These include

the Ord Arid Intrusion which corresponds to arid country at the

head of the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf (Woinarski, 1992; see Bowman

et al., 2010; Eldridge et al., 2011; Edwards et al., 2017), as well as

the lowlands around the Victoria and Daley River regions which sep-

arate sandstone taxa of the Arnhem Land plateau and the Kimberley

plateau (Schodde & Mason, 1999; see Bowman et al., 2010; Eldridge

et al., 2011). The Pleistocene climatic cycles drove contemporary

aridification across the monsoonal tropics and fluctuating environ-

mental changes (reviewed in Bowman et al., 2010), and we therefore

focus on the effects of these recent climatic changes. Here, we aim

to test for concordant vs. disparate responses to past climate change

in four species of skinks (Carlia) across the AMT, specifically the KIM

and TE (Figure 1).

Carlia skinks are widespread, low-dispersal ectotherms making

them a good case study to estimate the effects of climate change

across this underexplored tropical biome. Previous studies have

demonstrated strong phylogeographic structure and varied responses

to Pleistocene climate changes in rainforest (Dolman & Moritz, 2006)

and savanna (Afonso Silva et al., 2017) species of this genus. The four

species considered here, C. amax, C. gracilis, C. munda and C. rufilatus,

have similar body size and life history (James & Shine, 1988), as well as

overlapping distributions but differ in breadth of realized climatic

niches. C. gracilis and C. rufilatus are more restricted to mesic environ-

ments, whereas C. amax and C. munda extend well into semi-arid or

arid environments, with C. munda extending broadly across the north-

ern arid zone (Wilson & Swan, 2014; see also Section 3 below).

Here, we combine modelling of climate conditions and species

distributions across time, with large-scale sequence data from cus-

tom exon capture with assemblage-scale coalescent modelling to (i)

robustly identify divergent genetic lineages, and given these, identify

(ii) biogeographic barriers common to these and previously studied

F IGURE 1 Map of the Australian
Monsoonal Tropics, highlighting the
Kimberley (KIM) and Top End (TE)
bioregions of northern Australia, along
with offshore TE islands—Melville (MEL)
and English Company Islands (ECI)
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species and (iii) compare across species and regions, to identify com-

mon vs. disparate responses to late Pleistocene climate fluctuations.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study taxa, genetic data and bioinformatics

Samples were gathered from museum collections (Museum and Art

Gallery of the Northern Territory, Museum Victoria, Queensland

Museum, South Australian Museum, Western Australian Museum)

and fieldwork (n = 437). These tissues were analysed from across

the distribution of these four Carlia skinks: 199 C. amax, 60 C. gra-

cilis, 143 C. munda and 35 C. rufilatus (Appendix S1). Sample DNA

was extracted and PCR-amplified for mitochondrial ND4 following

the methods of Potter et al. (2016) using ND4 light (Ar�evalo, Davis,

& Sites, 1994)—CACCTATGACTACCAAAAGCTCATGTAGAAGC and

Leu3 heavy (Stuart-Fox, Hugall, & Moritz, 2002)—GAATTAG

CAGTTCTTT(AG)TG primers (50–30). Targeted exon capture was

applied to 135 individuals representing the geographic distribution

and mtDNA diversity of each species: 46 C. amax, 27 C. gracilis, 30

C. munda, 32 C. rufilatus. C. rubrigularis was included as outgroup

based on previous work (Dolman & Hugall, 2008).

Genomic libraries for exon capture (nDNA analysis) were made

according to the protocol from Meyer and Kircher (2010), following

changes outlined in Potter et al. (2016). A total of 56 individuals

were pooled in equimolar ratios prior to hybridization, across five

different experiments (which included other individuals for broader

projects). Targeted exon capture used an in-solution hybridization

approach (SeqCap EZ Developer Library; Roche NimbleGen). Probes

were designed from transcriptomes of three congeners (Carlia

rubrigularis, Lampropholis coggeri and Saproscincus basiliscus; Singhal,

2013) that were annotated against the Anolis genome to identify

orthologs of protein-coding exons. These targets were all >200 bp

and represented 3,320 unique exons (see Bragg, Potter, Bi, & Moritz,

2016). Hybridization adhered to the manufacturer’s protocol, with

the following modifications: inclusion of skink-specific Cot-1 DNA

(see Potter et al., 2016), 1.2 lg of amplified pooled barcoded library

mix and 56 index-specific blocking oligos (see Bragg et al., 2016).

Following hybridization, the capture was washed and amplified in

two independent enrichment PCRs using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA

Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc.) for 17 cycles. A final clean-

up of the amplified enriched capture was performed using the Qia-

gen QIAquick PCR purification kit, and DNA was quantified using a

Qubit 2 fluorometer (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc.). Quality control

and capture success were evaluated through qPCR using the

DyNAmo Flash SYBR green kit (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc.), com-

paring targeted and nontargeted loci with specialized primers to

ensure efficient enrichment of targets and de-enrichment of nontar-

gets (see Appendix S2 for detailed methods). Finally, postcapture

library concentrations were quantified using a Bioanalyzer (2100;

Agilent Technologies, Inc.) to measure the quantity and quality of

the hybridization. After each hybridization experiment passed the

quality checks, they were submitted for sequencing on a single

Illumina HiSeq 2000 or 2500 lane each (100-bp paired end; ACRF

Biomolecular Resource Facility at ANU and Functional Genomics Lab

QB3 core facility at UC Berkeley).

The workflow of Singhal (2013) was followed to trim and clean

Illumina sequencing reads. Postcleaning, two separate workflows

were used: (i) each locus was assembled de novo in each sample for

phylogenetic analysis and (ii) reads from all samples were mapped to

a common reference sequence within each species (based on a small

number of samples with high sequencing coverage drawn from

across the range) for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-based

analyses (detailed workflows and scripts are available in Appendix S2

& Dryad Repository doi:10.5061/dryad.fd3kj).

Briefly, SNPs were generated by mapping cleaned sequencing

reads to a common set of reference sequences chosen based on

their coverage and geographic location (e.g., >509, across the distri-

bution of the species). Exons for samples that formed this common

set of references were assembled following the methods described

by Bragg et al. (2016) and involved identifying reads with homology

to Anolis (with blastx) (Altshul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman, 1990).

Next, de novo assembly of the reads was performed using VELVET

version 3 (Zerbino & Birney, 2008) and CAP3 (Huang & Madan,

1999). Then, exonic regions from the aligned contigs were extracted

using EXONERATE version 2.2.0 (Slater & Birney, 2005). A random tar-

get exon was then selected from a common set for population align-

ments (more detailed methods are outlined in Appendix S2). Reads

from each sample were then mapped to this common set of refer-

ences using BOWTIE 2 version 2.2.2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012).

Aligned contigs were used to identify polymorphic sites and call

genotypes in each sample using GATK (McKenna et al., 2010), and

filtered using VCFTOOLS version 0.1.11 (Danecek et al., 2011) based

on criteria: (i) genotypes were called in all samples, (ii) had quality

scores (GQ values) >20, and (iii) had read depth >12. A single ran-

domly selected parsimony informative SNP (heterozygous for at least

two individuals) was then chosen per exon to reduce linkage disequi-

librium. The final SNP data consisted of two alternate data sets, both

with complete data. These included population data sets for each

species based on derived ancestry calling (we determined the minor

allele/or derived allele by comparison against C. rubrigularis out-

group) and a complete species SNP data set based on ingroup varia-

tion only (except for three populations that allowed for two missing

individuals to increase SNP data; data and scripts available in Dryad

repository doi:10.5061/dryad.fd3kj).

Full-length sequence data were obtained by de novo assembly of

each locus for each sample (following the same steps as described

above for the generation of reference sequences). The alignments

were then filtered and aligned using the EAPhy pipeline (Blom,

2015). This workflow aligns ambiguous sequences using MUSCLE ver-

sion 3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004), performs checks for translation of amino

acids, removes missing data from the ends of sequences and outputs

RAXML phylip files with 0%–10% missing data. For each individual,

heterozygosity was estimated as the proportion of sites where a

heterozygous genotype was inferred (by GATK), as a proportion of

all sites where a genotype was inferred (i.e., excluding N sites).
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2.2 | Resolving lineages and their relationships

2.2.1 | mtDNA

A total of 671 bp of ND4 were edited and aligned using GENEIOUS

version 6.0.5 (Kearse et al., 2012). Phylogenetic analysis of the

mtDNA was performed using a maximum-likelihood approach in

RAXML version 7.0.3 (Stamatakis, 2014). Analysis used the rapid boot-

strap analysis (Stamatakis, Hoover, & Rougemont, 2008), the

GTRCAT model, a random starting tree and 1,000 replicates each

with 100 bootstraps.

2.2.2 | nDNA

SNP data sets for each species were analysed to determine genetic

clusters (populations—K) based on assigning individuals using ances-

try coefficients estimated in STRUCTURE (Pritchard, Stephens, & Don-

nelly, 2000). This program uses a model-based approach to define

clusters of individuals (populations) that are not in disequilibrium (are

in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium). To determine genetic clusters

(K = populations), we evaluated models of K between 1 and 10 with

10 iterations per K. Analyses were run using admixture ancestry and

independent allele frequency parameters, with a burnin of 10,000

and sampling for 100,000 generations. Estimates of K were based on

the log probability of the data, with the lowest log being the most

likely estimate of K. L0(K) as per StructureHarvester (Earl & vonHoldt,

2012) was used to implement the Evanno method (Evanno, Regnaut,

& Goudet, 2005) to estimate the most likely K.

Phylogenetic relationships were resolved using maximum-likelihood

analysis of 1,248 concatenated nuclear loci (835,835 bp; allowing 10%

missing data) in RAXML using the rapid bootstrap analysis and the param-

eters outlined above but with a codon partition scheme (1 + 2, 3).

2.3 | Demographic analyses

Demographic history of populations and aggregated species

responses to past climate fluctuations were evaluated across three

stages. First, using the R package MULTI-DICE (Xue & Hickerson, 2017),

we tested for demographic syndrome (e.g., instantaneous expansion/

contraction, constant size) and associated demographic parameters

for each population, independently across species. Based on out-

comes of STRUCTURE and phylogenetic analysis, we removed individu-

als that were genetically admixed (individuals in P. gracilis and

P. munda) to not violate assumptions for demographic analysis

(panmixia). The ingroup SNP data sets were used for this analysis

(unpolarized). SNPs were transformed into a folded site frequency

spectrum (SFS) (e.g., unpolarized data, combining derived and minor

allele frequencies) using PGDSPIDER (Lischer & Excoffier, 2012), DADI

version 1.7 (Gutenkunst, Hernandez, Williamson, & Bustamante,

2009) and custom scripts (see Dryad repository doi:10.5061/dryad.

fd3kj for scripts and data sets). The SFS summarizes site polymor-

phism configurations across individuals in a population. Analysis was

performed on the full haploid sampling per population (n = 6–46

haploid samples), as well as down-projected sampling sizes equiva-

lent across groups using DADI to maximize sampled individuals while

minimizing levels of missing data for downstream multispecies com-

parisons (n = 12 haploid samples for mainland populations). Multiple

initial runs were analysed to narrow the prior range to infer parame-

ters for use in subsequent multitaxon analyses (below). For the final

analyses, the frequency setting was used to directly generate the

SFS, based off 2000 independent genealogies (proxy for SNPs) and

priors. We estimated the following parameters from posterior distri-

butions: effective population size (Ne), time of instantaneous popula-

tion size change (e.g., expansion time) (s) and magnitude of

population size change (e) using FASTSIMCOAL version 2.5 (fsc2) (Excof-

fier, Dupanloup, Huerta-S�anchez, Sousa, & Foll, 2013). Priors

included time ~ uniform (U) {5 thousand (K), 250K} generations ago,

magnitude for expanders ~U(0.02, 0.20), magnitude for contractors

~1/U(0.02, 0.50), Ne ~ U{10K, 250K}.

Estimates of best-fit demographic syndromes were evaluated

using 100,000 coalescent simulations for each demographic syn-

drome, for a total of 300,000 simulations. Model selection was

inferred in an ABC framework using the R package ABC (Csill�ery,

Franc�ois, & Blum, 2012), comparing the observed SFS to those simu-

lated. The best-fit demographic syndrome was estimated using

postpr() model selection function and abc() parameter estimation

function. Using the simple rejection sampling under ABC, we

accepted 0.5% (1,500) simulations with the shortest Euclidean dis-

tance between simulated and empirical SFS. The best-fit demo-

graphic syndrome was then selected based on the model with the

greatest posterior distribution. We evaluated qualitatively whether

models could be discriminated based on principal component analy-

sis (PCA). These were based on random selection of 100 simulated

SFS under each model (total of 300 simulations). To confirm the

best-fit model generated the observed data, we followed the meth-

ods of Prates, Xue, et al. (2016). We performed a PCA on the poste-

rior-accepted simulated SFS and projected the empirical SFS into the

principal components (PCs) and plotted these together with the sim-

ulated data on axes PC1 vs. PC2 (see Appendix S2 for details).

For island populations, we also tested a model of expansion and

then contraction—this was intended to test our hypothesis of a con-

traction as sea levels rose post Last Glacial Maximum glacial maximum

(LGM). The priors for this analysis included contraction time ~U{1K,

100K} (this prior is conditional on the expansion time draw), magni-

tude for contraction ~U(0.02, 0.20), Ne for expanders ~U{100K, 2 mil-

lion (M)}, Ne for constant size ~U{50K, 500K}, Ne for contraction ~U

{5K, 100K}.

2.3.1 | Multipopulation analysis

We then exploited multipopulation models to infer population size

change (e: magnitude of change; s: time of change), Ne, migration and

divergence of all populations per species using the composite likelihood

framework in fsc2. For within-species population analysis, we informed

each species model by fixing a parameter value based on the respective

results of the single population analysis (above). An iterative process
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was followed, using fsc2 composite likelihood framework, such that (i)

only mainland populations were included, testing for migration; (ii) all

values were fixed given those estimates and the respective island popu-

lations were added, testing different island topologies as well as island

migration conditional on the estimates; (iii) repeat the first model but

with the island population added given the topology inferred from the

second model, as well as if migration was inferred as present, and infer

all parameters conditional on the first fixed parameter, as well as boot-

strapped confidence intervals. All the priors, search ranges and scripts

for each analysis run can be found in Dryad repository doi:10.5061/

dryad.fd3kj.

2.3.2 | Estimation of synchronicity in demographic
history

We estimated temporal synchronicity of population size changes

across mainland populations among species using MULTI-DICE. Specifi-

cally, this codemographic inference tested for a single coexpansion

event and included 10 mainland populations (due to limited sampling

for island populations)—amax ETE, GULF, WTEK; gracilis ETE, KIM,

WTE; munda BROAD, TE; rufilatus KIM, WTE. The SFS of each pop-

ulation was converted into an aggregate site frequency spectrum

(aSFS), a single summary statistic vector that contains signal of code-

mographic history across multiple, independent populations. The

aSFS implemented in this analysis enables formally testing hypothe-

ses given multiple data sets while allowing independence in species-

specific parameters. The aSFS can be efficiently exploited for code-

mographic inference due to applying a standardized procedure

across aggregated, independent SFS that involves rearranging the

bins across populations based on descending order of relative SNP

proportions per allele frequency class. We coupled the aSFS with

cross-validation in a hierarchical approximate Bayesian computation

(hABC) framework to evaluate temporal synchronicity in expansion

time across populations (Chan et al., 2015). Using fsc2, coalescent

simulations of the aSFS were conducted. Then using the hABC

framework, we assessed model selection and hyperparameter esti-

mation by comparing observed aSFS with simulated aSFS.

The model we applied used a single hyperparameter that varies

the degree of synchrony among coexpansion times, thus testing a

range of hyperprior scenarios of complete synchronous coexpansion,

complete idiosyncratic expansion and a range of intermediate levels

of synchronicity. Parameter estimates included, (i) f—proportion of

groups in synchrony (f = 1.0 indicates a single coexpansion pulse

where all expansion times occur simultaneously; f = 0.0 indicates

complete idiosyncratic expansion times among populations; and

inbetween—intermediate levels of synchronicity); (ii) dispersion index

(Ω)—variance of the time of demographic change across the group;

and (iii) ss—timing of synchronous demographic change (Xue & Hick-

erson, 2015). Using fsc2, 1 million coalescent simulations of the aSFS

were run for the following prior distributions: time ~ U{5K, 250K}

with a pulse buffer b = 20,000 such that idiosyncratic events cannot

be within 20,000 generations of a synchronous event; magnitude of

expansion ~U(0.02, 0.20); Ne ~ U{100K, 2M}. We included ѱ

(number of synchronous pulses) fixed to {0,1} and the hyperprior

fT ~ U{1, 10}/10. The 1,500 simulations of the aSFS with the short-

est Euclidian distance from the empirical aSFS were calculated in the

R package ABC and used to estimate the posterior distributions. Syn-

chronicity (f) was inferred using the postpr() function and the remain-

ing parameters (Ω and ss) were estimated using the function abc().

After we estimated the degree of synchrony among coexpansion

times, based on single population results (similarity in time of expan-

sion), we came up with a set of hypotheses regarding membership in

the single pulse of expansion. We constructed new aSFS reference

tables matching the reduced number of populations (from original 10

to groups of five) and independently tested the observed aSFS for

alternative populations in these groupings to the simulated aSFS (f

should be 1.0 if that membership is correct). The combinations

tested for synchrony included amax ETE, amax GULF, amax WTEK,

munda TE, munda BROAD, rufilatus TE based on the 12 haploid

sampling. A “leave-one-out” pseudo-observed data set cross-valida-

tion analysis was performed to assess accuracy and bias in the model

and parameterizations following the methods of Xue and Hickerson

(2015) (see Appendix S2 for more detailed methods; scripts and

parameter settings for analyses are in Dryad repository doi:10.5061/

dryad.fd3kj).

2.4 | Climatic history

To investigate the effect of highly variable late Pleistocene climate

on the distribution of suitable habitat for each Carlia species, we

used downscaled (Fuchs et al., 2013) palaeo-global circulation mod-

els (GCMs) for the present, and 51 time periods back to 80 thousand

years ago (kya), in timesteps of 1,000 years back to 22 kya, then

every 2,000 years to 80 kya (Singarayer & Valdes, 2010). We used

these climate models to determine the range of precipitation and

temperature regimes currently experienced at sampled sites for each

species, and to determine how this climate has varied over time in

the KIM and the TE.

We also fitted species distribution models (SDMs) in MaxEnt

(Phillips & Dud�ık, 2008). For each species, an SDM was first fitted for

present climate at 2.5 arc minute resolution (~4.5 km) using eight bio-

clim variables for temperature and precipitation and two topographic

variables (Appendix S3) and a background of land areas within

400 km of the occurrence records. This was performed on genetically

verified species records only, due to morphological uncertainty in

species identification. These models were then projected to each of

the 51 past time periods to indicate the potential historical distribu-

tion of suitable habitat for each species. We mapped habitat stability

for each species (with methods of Graham, VanDerWal, Phillips, Mor-

itz, & Williams, 2010; Rosauer, Catullo, VanDerWal, Moussalli, &

Moritz, 2015) as an estimate of the ability of the species to maintain

a continuous population in suitable habitat. To do this, we used the

SDMs from across the 52 time slices, calculating habitat stability as

the geometric mean, for each pixel, of habitat suitability across these

time periods. But populations may persist by moving to track shifting

habitat over evolutionary timescales, so we used a dynamic stability
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model (Graham et al., 2010) which allows local dispersal through suit-

able habitat between time periods, with the maximum speed of range

shift set to 10 m/year. We also plotted the changing suitability of

habitat for the KIM and TE as an 80-ky time series.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Congruent spatial structure across the AMT

Mitochondrial ND4 phylogenetic results reveal strong geographic

structure across the AMT for all four Carlia (Appendices S1 & S4).

Representatives from across this geographic and genetic diversity

were subsampled for targeted nuclear analysis. Using a custom

exon-capture approach (Bragg et al., 2016), we obtained high-quality,

~100% complete sequence data across all individuals for >1,200

orthologous loci across the four species, along with SNP data—a sin-

gle SNP per locus (884–2,338 SNP loci; Appendix S5). Phylogenetic

analysis and clustering of samples based on genotype frequencies

revealed substantial congruence in spatial structure of lineages

across the four species of Carlia with highest lineage diversity in the

TE (Figure 2). Each species is comprised of three to four geographi-

cally distinct lineages associated broadly with the TE, KIM and TE

islands (English Company Islands—ECI; Melville Island—MEL).

Common spatial patterns of mainland lineages occur particularly

in the TE, associated with vicariance across a mid-territory break

(north–south split down the centre of the Northern Territory; see
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Catullo et al., 2014; Edwards et al., 2017) for C. amax, C. gracilis and

C. munda (Figure 2). The more mesic taxa (C. amax, C. gracilis, C. rufi-

latus) reveal more pronounced phylogeographic structure across the

KIM and TE than the more arid C. munda, although lineage bound-

aries in the KIM vary (Figure 2 & Appendix S4). The generalist

C. munda had a widespread lineage across the AMT but still had

deep divergence between the TE and BROAD lineages, consistent

with co-occurring taxa.

Coalescent analyses of the demographic history of lineages

within each species infer oldest divergences and generally low migra-

tion rates between lineages on nearshore islands and those on the

adjacent mainland (Figure 3 & Appendix S6). Overall migration was

<1 migrant/generation between ECI and adjacent mainland lineages

and low-to-moderate for MEL (mean: 0.37; range: 0.02–1.12

migrants/generation), much lower than between mainland lineages

(Nm ≫ 1 for half the comparisons; mean: 1.32; range: 0.14–3.55

migrants/generation; see Figure 3 and Appendix S6).

3.2 | Evidence of Pleistocene population
expansions

Individual population demographic models of all species and popula-

tions rejected constant population size, with population expansion

models being consistently preferred (posterior probability

(pp) = 0.99–1.00; Appendix S6). The PCA results depicted in

Appendix S8 qualitatively show the power to discriminate between

the three demographic syndromes. Note these analyses were per-

formed on complete SNP data sets (excluding munda BROAD, rufila-

tus ECI and rufilatus KIM which were run on data sets allowing for

two missing individuals to increase SNP sampling (see Dryad reposi-

tory doi:10.5061/dryad.fd3kj for SNP data sets). The inferred timing

and magnitude of expansions, however, varied across populations

and regions (Figure 3, Appendices S6 and S7). Population expansions

ranged in magnitude from ~2- to 34-fold and dated to ~50–450 kya,

with the majority predating the LGM, >60 kya (Figure 3 and

Appendix S6 for posterior parameter estimates and confidence inter-

vals—CIs). The clear outlier was the recent (~Holocene) expansion of

the KIM lineage of C. rufilatus which had the lowest magnitude

expansion. For C. gracilis, there is discord between the relatively

short branch lengths among lineages of C. gracilis in the concate-

nated nDNA phylogeny (Figure 2) vs. the relatively deep divergence

and expansion times inferred by the coalescent analyses (Figure 3).

Accordingly, we view this result with caution, as it could reflect

some unaccounted model violation or bias in our sampling.

For the unexpectedly divergent TE island lineages, we ran addi-

tional lineage-specific models to test for LGM expansion and then

Holocene range contraction. This hypothesis was tested, as the Ara-

fura shelf connected much of northern Australia with New Guinea

during lower sea levels, until just ~8 kya (Chivas et al., 2001). We

found that models of expansion and contraction were better sup-

ported than models of expansion only (except for C. munda MEL;

Appendix S6). In these models, expansions generally timed to the

LGM (~13–45 kya), followed by contraction in the Holocene

(<7 kya), concomitant with recent sea level rise. The magnitude of

the contraction was >5-fold greater than that of the expansion

(Appendix S6). In the more complex multilineage models including

migration (Appendix S6), the islands generally had smaller population

sizes (Ne ~ 25–325 k) compared to ~750 k for ETE C. amax and

C. gracilis, likely associated with total size of current available
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habitat. This was especially clear for C. amax, where the ECI lineage

had both the lowest Ne estimate and the lowest average heterozy-

gosity across lineages (Figure 3; Appendices S5 and S6).

3.3 | Synchronous pulse of population expansion

Extending beyond comparisons across single lineage and single species

models, we applied an hABC approach to evaluate temporal syn-

chronicity in expansion time across lineages, testing for assemblage-

scale synchrony in population expansions across the AMT (Xue &

Hickerson, 2017). We combined data for all mainland lineages of the

four species across the AMT, using the aSFS (Xue & Hickerson, 2017)

to test for various levels of the proportion of lineages in synchronous

expansion (f), timing of synchronous pulse (s) and variance in the

expansion time in the synchronous group (Ω). A synchronous pulse of

expansion was detected which included approximately half the lin-

eages (median results: f = 0.500; cross-validation correlation

(r) = .735; Appendix S6). Our post hoc testing of populations in this

synchronous pulse (five populations) revealed four core populations in

this synchronous pulse of expansion. This included three TE-specific

lineages (amax ETE, munda TE, rufilatus TE) but only one of four KIM-

specific lineages (amax WTEK) (see Figure 3; Appendix S6) and date to

~100 kya (r = .844) during the last interglacial period with Ω = 30,025

(r = .698). Both C. amax GULF and C. munda BROAD were supported

in addition to the four outlined above but in two alternative scenarios.

Our best current estimates based on cross-validation median correla-

tions of parameter estimates for our models of synchronicity (f, Ω, ss,

mean time) ranged from 0.503 to 0.841 (f and mean time, respectively;

Appendix S6). The synchronicity results included more broadly dis-

tributed lineages across the KIM and TE (e.g., C. amax WTEK,

C. munda BROAD), revealing synchronous responses in the species

with broader climatic niches—C. amax and C. munda.

3.4 | Regional differences in palaeoclimates across
the AMT

Using a statistically downscaled version of the GCM that best

matches palaeoclimate proxies across Asian Monsoon-dominated

region (DiNezio & Tierney, 2013; Singarayer & Valdes, 2010), we

infer that the KIM had substantially reduced rainfall for much of the

last glacial period, followed by a wetter early to mid-Holocene (~5–

9 kya). By contrast, the same palaeo-GCM predicts wet, and some-

times much wetter, conditions across the TE for much of this time

compared to the KIM. For much of the time since the LGM, the rain-

fall in the KIM has been substantially below the realized climatic

niche for C. gracilis and C. rufilatus based on precipitation (Figure 4).

3.5 | Spatial response of species through the LGM
based on environment

Species distribution models for the four species yielded reasonable

predictions under the current climate (Figure 4; area under curve

(AUC) values from 0.84 to 0.94) with highest suitability in the TE

and variable suitability in the KIM. When species models were cast

to past environments, there were substantial differences in the

inferred stability of geographic ranges both across species and within

species between the KIM and TE (Appendix S9). The models predict

moderate to high suitability for all species except C. rufilatus across

the TE from 80 kya to the present, but more disparate levels of sta-

bility in the KIM with long periods of unsuitable conditions for the

mesic C. gracilis and C. rufilatus.

4 | DISCUSSION

New genomic data sets and coalescent modelling tools allow us to

explore species-specific responses to past climate change and the
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cumulative effects on community composition across a region. The

present phylogenomic analysis of AMT lizards reinforces the emerg-

ing picture of regional biogeographic breaks and reveals a history of

population fluctuation and dynamic isolation and migration shaped

by the climatic cycles of the Pleistocene. Like other recent compara-

tive phylogeographic studies across the tropics (Bell et al., 2011;

Prates, Rivera, et al., 2016; Ruane et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2014),

and in the KIM (Afonso Silva et al., 2017), we find that the genetic

evidence is not consistent with a single response to climate changes

across the AMT.

Our results reinforce common biogeographic patterns across the

AMT, including vicariance across the TE and KIM associated with

varied barriers. The mid-territory break (Catullo et al., 2014; Edwards

et al., 2017) is associated with separation of lineages on the Arnhem

Plateau to those west in all three species which inhabit that area.

For the broader ecological niches of C. amax and C. munda, the Ord

Arid intrusion appears to be a filter to gene flow with widespread

lineages across this barrier, consistent with evidence from frogs (Cat-

ullo et al., 2014) and geckos (Moritz et al., 2016). But for the more

mesic species, C. gracilis and C. rufilatus, this forms a biogeographic

barrier between lineages in the KIM and Northern Territory. How-

ever, the most striking, and largely unexpected, divergences are of

nearshore TE islands—MEL and especially ECI (Figures 2 and 3).

These lineages could be remnants of taxa that were more wide-

spread across the geographically extensive Arafura shelf, which con-

nected the TE and Cape York to southern New Guinea during the

last and previous glacial periods. As sea levels rose, the habitable

range for these now island-restricted populations shrank, as reflected

in the models supporting Holocene contraction (Appendix S6). These

divergent and now relictual island lineages collectively contribute to

the northeast Arnhem islands being identified as a major hotspot of

phyloendemism (Rosauer et al., 2016). In contrast, the dynamics of

mainland populations differ, revealing gene flow (at times substantial

gene flow—Figure 3) between populations indicating either ongoing

gene flow, gene flow in the recent past or gene flow on secondary

contact after contraction and isolation. The gene flow detected

between mainland populations, including examples of recent admix-

ture, suggests the divergence between populations has not yet

reached the level for which reproductive isolation is strong, such

that these mainland lineages could potentially merge over time.

A synchronous demographic expansion was detected across the

AMT that included three TE-restricted lineages, one shared with the

KIM (C. amax WTEK), a GULF lineage connected to the TE and a

BROAD lineage across the KIM and TE (Figure 3; Appendix S6). The

KIM not only recovered fewer populations in synchrony in the

assemblage analysis but also had more divergent estimates of expan-

sion timing when using single species comparisons alone (~11–

74 kya; Appendix S6). The palaeo-SDM models indicate that the

KIM is far less consistently suitable compared to the TE (since

80 kya) for C. gracilis and C. rufilatus (Figure 4 and Appendix S9),

although the limitation of few genetically verified records may influ-

ence the strength of the palaeo-SDM model for C. rufilatus. Emerg-

ing knowledge of the palaeoecology of the KIM in the recent past

(~15 kya to present; Field, McGowan, Moss, & Marx, 2017) indicates

periods of extreme aridity in the past. The predicted wetter condi-

tions in the northern TE during the LGM are consistent with evi-

dence from sediments of plunge pools (Nott, Price, & Bryant, 1996)

and support greater stability in this region. In the TE, demographic

expansions are inferred to have occurred during the last interglacial

(or earlier), rather than around the LGM (Figure 3 & Appendix S6).

These earlier events largely predate the time period for which we

can currently apply palaeo-GCMs in modelling. Unlike other tropical

regions (e.g., Brazil; Behling & Pillar, 2007), we do not yet have for

the AMT sufficient long-term palaeoecological and palaeoenviron-

mental data to constrain models about past climate and vegetation

changes earlier than the LGM. Incorporation of palaeo proxy data as

it becomes available will improve these models in future.

The sensitivity and response of Carlia associated with trait differ-

ences (here, the realized climatic niche) manifest more strongly in

harsher environments. In the region with a more benign climate his-

tory, the TE, species responded more consistently and spatial and

temporal patterns converged on a similar evolutionary history

between codistributed taxa. However, in areas of greater climate

fluctuation and generally more restrictive conditions (KIM), responses

are more variable spatially and temporally, reflecting differences in

niche breath across species. This is particularly evident for C. munda

which exhibits a broader climatic niche and a widespread lineage

that traverses a range of habitats.

Despite finding idiosyncratic responses, our combined spatial mod-

elling and genetic results expose a potential interaction between

intrinsic ecological traits and region-specific extent of climate fluctua-

tion. We find that species-specific responses are mediated by the envi-

ronment, such that differences only show up in unstable and more

variable environments. Based on our results, we suggest that trait-

based differences in response to climate change will manifest more

clearly in regions that experienced harsher climates historically than in

regions that remained more benign. Our observations of an interaction

between environment and species’ traits are still based on relatively

few independent lineages. Expansion of this approach to include more

of the ecologically diverse lineages endemic to the TE and KIM (e.g.,

Rosauer et al., 2016) will be important, when we have population-

scale genomic sequencing within these lineages. A corollary of this

observation is that trait-by-biome interaction effects would have sub-

stantial explanatory power in comparative studies of extinction risk

under future climate change. This hypothesis needs to be tested with

the addition of more and diverse organisms across these regions.

To inform efficient conservation policy as climate changes into

the future, we need to improve our understanding of spatial and tem-

poral biodiversity patterns and underlying evolutionary mechanisms.

Incorporating trait-specific hypotheses, together with spatial mod-

elling, genomic sequencing and multispecies coalescent approaches is

a powerful framework to achieve this goal (Papadopoulou & Knowles,

2016; Zamudio et al., 2016). Our results here indicate that trait dif-

ferences between closely related species can have a strong effect on

their ability to persist in fluctuating landscapes and that the influence

of traits is stronger in the more climatically marginal and variable
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regions. This is exactly where identifying species most vulnerable to

future climate change and the refugial landscapes necessary to pro-

tect them will be most important.
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